Here we describe a novel infrared laser-induced fluorescence scheme for the 1s 2 state of Ar-I using an 841.052 nm (vacuum) Sacher tunable diode laser oscillator and compare it to an established 667.913 nm (vacuum) 1s 4 -pumping Ar-I LIF scheme using a master oscillator power amplifier laser [A. M. Keesee et al. Rev. Sci. Instrum. 75, 4091 (2004)]. The novel scheme exhibits a significantly greater signal-to-noise ratio for a given injected laser power than the established scheme. We argue that this is caused by less intense spontaneous Ar-I radiation near the LIF emission wavelength for the 1s 2 scheme as compared to the 1s 4 scheme. In addition we present an updated iodine cell spectrum around the 1s 4 LIF scheme pump wavelength. C 2016 AIP Publishing LLC. [http://dx
I. INTRODUCTION
Non-resonant laser-induced fluorescence (LIF) is an absorption spectroscopy technique wherein a narrow linewidth laser pumps an atomic species to a higher energy state, which subsequently relaxes to a third electronic state. The intensity of the resultant emission is proportional to the density of the absorber and when plotted against laser frequency yields an absorber state distribution function in the laser frequency space. The Doppler shift relationship can be used to transform the data from laser frequency space to absorber velocity space, generating a velocity distribution function (VDF) of the pumped atomic state. The earliest uses of LIF in plasmas were to measure ion VDFs (IVDFs) with Ar-II lasers by Stern and Johnson 1 and with diode lasers by Uzelac and Leis 2 (a practice later popularized by Severn et al. 3 ). Measuring both ion and neutral VDFs is critical in a number of plasma physics applications. For example, understanding particle transport and heat loads to the walls in tokamaks requires knowledge of the ion and neutral VDFs near absorbing surfaces, as both species play a significant role in wall loading. 4 In this work, we pursue a novel NVDF measurement technique in argon, as many low temperature laboratory plasma sources investigating basic plasma physics of ion and neutral transport operate in argon. 5 While previous experiments have successfully demonstrated neutral VDF (NVDF) measurements of the 1s 4 excited state of Ar-I (electronic state scheme written in Paschen's notation) using a 25 mW Sacher oscillator, the technique exhibited a poor signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), particularly at low neutral pressures. 6 Specifically, the technique could not resolve the NVDF signal above the background noise at a neutral pressure of less than 6 mTorr even for laser scan times of over an hour (a prohibitively long integration time if hundreds of data points are to be acquired, as desired in many plasma boundary experiments). The emission line for the 1s 4 a) zdshort@mix.wvu.edu scheme is less than 1 nm from another excited spontaneous argon emission line, producing a large background noise level. Furthermore, the pump state is non-metastable and must be populated by electron-impact collisions out of nearby metastable states (the 1s 3 and 1s 5 states). To observe LIF signal, the neutral and electron densities must be large enough to collisionally populate a sufficient absorber population so that the 1s 4 LIF signal is detectable above the large noise background. In the system investigated by Keesee et al., this only occurred at neutral pressures greater than 6.5 mTorr. 6 In this work, we present a novel infrared LIF scheme that pumps the 1s 2 excited state of Ar-I using a 28 mW Sacher tunable diode laser oscillator. It is also possible to perform LIF on the 1s 3 and 1s 5 metastable states of Ar-I, 7 though the 1s 3 state is not strongly populated in low temperature argon plasmas. 8 Also, all of the 1s 5 Ar-I LIF schemes require measuring fluorescence signal in the infrared, where photomultiplier tubes (PMTs), which are frequently used to measure the fluorescence radiation, are very inefficient. 9 For the 1s 2 Ar-I LIF scheme presented here, the fluorescence radiation is at 706 nm and is easily detected with generic PMTs.
We compare the SNR of the 1s 2 scheme to established 1s 4 Ar-I LIF measurements pumped with a 400 mW Toptica master oscillator power amplifier (MOPA) laser. The 1s 2 scheme emission wavelength is not close to any other spontaneous excited Ar-I emission lines, minimizing the noise background. Measurements are performed in a table-top helicon plasma source. We perform scans in radio frequency (RF) power and neutral pressure with the 1s 4 scheme to determine the set of parameters that yields the best SNR. The 1s 2 -pumping Sacher oscillator presented considerable operational challenges (0.5 GHz mode-hope-free scanning range, wavelength drifting, etc.) as it was not designed for use around the 1s 2 pump wavelength. A laser diode centered near the pump wavelength of 841 nm and a Littrow cavity more insensitive to temperature fluctuations would remedy this issue. We measured a single 1s 2 NVDF at the set of experimental conditions that yielded the greatest SNR for the 1s 4 scheme. For almost a quarter of the input laser power, the new 1s 2 scheme yields an equivalent SNR for the same plasma discharge parameters as the 1s 4 scheme.
For other researchers working in this field, we present in the appendix a molecular iodine absorption spectrum around 667.913 nm for use in laser calibration for the 1s 4 -pumping LIF scheme. This more accurate spectrum is updated from a previous publication by Keesee et al. 6 and includes a correction of approximately 2 GHz.
II. EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS
A. Laser-induced fluorescence schemes Figure 1 shows a partial Grotian diagram of Ar-I with the relevant electronic states for the LIF schemes presented here. The energy levels are presented in Paschen's notation. The 1s 4 Ar-I LIF scheme established by Keesee et 4 Ar-I in inductively coupled plasmas to be comparable over a wide range of experimental parameters in low temperature plasma apparatus. 
B. Discharge chamber & optics
Measurements were performed in the Compact HElicon for Waves and Instabilities Experiment (CHEWIE) apparatus at West Virginia University. Figure 2 shows a diagram of the system. Helicon plasma sources are RF discharges maintained by resonant interaction of the RF pump wave modes with the plasma. 12 CHEWIE is composed of a 60 cm long, 2.5 cm radius Pyrex tube with an m = 1 half-turn, 19 cm long helicon antenna wrapped around it. For these measurements, up to 500 W of RF power was coupled to the antenna through a π matching network. Reflected power was less than 5 W. The tube was located at the center of two 140 turn water-cooled solenoid electromagnets capable of generating a magnetic field inside the Pyrex tube of up to 1200 G. The Pyrex tube was connected to a stainless steel 20 cm (8 in.) sixway CF cross expansion chamber, permitting radial access to the plasma. The chamber was evacuated from beneath via a turbo-molecular pumping station and achieved a base pressure of 10 −6 Torr. Argon gas was fed into the chamber through a gas feed valve at the top of the Pyrex tube.
LIF measurements were performed in the center of the 6-way CF cross expansion chamber, as shown in Figure 2 , by overlapping a collimated laser injection beam with a focused collection optic oriented normally to both the laser beam and the axial magnetic field in the system. The focal spot of the collection optic was less than 1 mm in diameter, making the collection volume for the LIF measurement less than 1 cubic mm. Typical ion density and electron temperatures are shown in Figure 3 and were measured with a RFcompensated Langmuir probe in CHEWIE in the plane of LIF measurements. LIF measurements were taken at the 0 cm radial position marked in Figure 3 . Figure 4 shows a diagram of the LIF setup. For the 1s 2 LIF scheme, the 28 mW Sacher oscillator housed in a Littrow external cavity was set to the desired wavelength This article is copyrighted as indicated in the article. Reuse of AIP content is subject to the terms at: http://scitationnew.aip.org/termsconditions. Downloaded to IP: (the center pump wavelength was 841.052 nm in vacuum), which provided a mode-hop free tuning range of 0.5 GHz. The laser housing rested on a vibration-isolated platform. Varying the voltage applied to the piezoelectric grating position actuator within the laser cavity allowed for wavelength scanning which was monitored to an accuracy of 10 −5 nm with an Angstrom WS-7 wavemeter. Relative frequency change about the 841.052 nm pump line was also monitored using a Burleigh WA-1500 wavemeter, as it had an analog voltage output proportional to frequency difference from a prescribed frequency set point. The analog output was used for simultaneous data acquisition on the oscilloscope and to check the linearity of the laser frequency scan. A mechanical chopper operating at 2 kHz modulated the laser light prior to entering the vacuum chamber. The chopper was used as a reference signal for the Stanford Research SR830 lock-in amplifier. A collection optic was mounted to another port on the expansion chamber to collect fluorescence radiation perpendicular to the injected laser light. The polarization of the laser light was linear and oriented parallel to the axial magnetic field in the CHEWIE expansion chamber to selectively pump the π component (∆m = 0) of the Zeeman split Ar-I excitation transition. 6 The emission light was coupled into a 1.3 m scanning monochromator via a multimode optical fiber. The spectrometer acted as a narrowband filter around the emission wavelength. The entrance slits on the monochromator were set to yield a filter bandwidth of 1 nm. The resultant emission was measured by a PMT. Fluorescence radiation, electronimpact induced radiation, and electronic noise composed the PMT signal, which was monitored by a lock-in amplifier. The amplifier was referenced by an optical chopper, thereby reducing decorrelated noise signals. For practical laser sweep rates used in this work (∼1 GHz/s), noise signals were still apparent in the lock-in output. The lock-in output was recorded versus laser frequency on a Waverunner oscilloscope. Sixteen laser frequency sweeps were averaged producing a measurement of the neutral VDF with a noise background. Sweep rates for this developmental NVDF diagnostic are desired to be short enough to allow for many measurements in a day to measure ion and neutral dynamics in different laboratory plasma apparatus (see Scime et al.
11 Figure 9 for an example Ar-II flow field measurement consisting of hundreds of individual LIF measurements along three dimensions taken within a few days in a helicon plasma source).
The Toptica MOPA LIF setup used for the 1s 4 LIF measurements had a number of significant differences from the Sacher oscillator LIF system. A 400 mW master oscillator power amplifier laser was centered at 667.913 nm and achieved a mode-hop free tuning range over 20 GHz. Relative frequency change about the pump line and linearity of wavelength during scanning was monitored by the Burleigh WA-1500 wavemeter. Instead of the Angstrom wavemeter, the absorption spectrum of molecular iodine gas was used as an absolute wavelength calibration for the Toptica laser wavelength, as I 2 has strong absorption signatures around 667 nm that are available in the published literature. 6 For the measurements reported here, the MOPA laser delivered 150 mW of laser power to the plasma.
For all measurements, as the laser was swept over the course of several seconds, the signals were time averaged compared to typical time scales of characteristic plasma oscillations. Drift waves, the slowest fluctuations typically present in helicon plasmas, occur over a few ms. 13 While high time resolution LIF measurements are possible, 14 we are not concerned with time resolving our data for the purposes of this comparison, and only time averaged results and uncertainties are presented.
C. Signal-to-noise ratio measurement
The salient quantity when comparing two LIF schemes is the signal-to-noise ratio of the measurements produced by the system after SNR-maximizing techniques (such as boxcar averaging or lock-in amplification) are applied for all adjustable parameters held constant (RF power, laser sweep rate, etc.). To compare the SNR of two different LIF schemes of the same species, we performed LIF using the 1s 2 scheme and the 1s 4 scheme holding all adjustable parameters constant, except for the pump laser power and center wavelength. Figure 5 shows an example NVDF measurement of the 1s 4 state of Ar-I in a 400 W, 875 G, 2 mTorr argon plasma. To characterize the signal-to-noise ratio of the measurement after lock-in amplification, the lock-in output versus laser change in frequency about the pump line, averaged over 16 sweeps, was fit to a Gaussian distribution function using a non-linear fitting algorithm. The fit is shown in red in Figure 5 . The fitting function was
FIG. 5. Representative 1s 4 state neutral velocity distribution function measurement. The black shows the raw data, the red is a Gaussian fit to the data, and the blue represents the raw data minus the Gaussian fit.
where A is the amplitude of the Gaussian fit, M is the mass of argon, k B is Boltzmann's constant, T n is the neutral distribution temperature, λ o is the non-Doppler-shifted pump vacuum wavelength in nm, and ∆ f is the difference between the laser frequency and the non-Doppler-shifted pump frequency in GHz -∆ f = f − c/λ o , where c is the speed of light in vacuum. A and T n were fitting parameters, and thus the neutral temperature was determined by the best fit value of T n produced by the non-linear fitting algorithm. The fit was then subtracted from the raw signal, yielding a difference signal, which is attributed to noise fluctuations (shown in blue in Figure 5 ). The root-mean-square (RMS) of the difference signal yielded a measure of the average noise level, denoted here as V R M S . The signal-to-noise ratio is the amplitude of the Gaussian fit, divided by the RMS of the difference signal -
The SNR measuring capability of a lock-in amplifier is inversely proportional to the square root of the frequency bandwidth of the detector, which is determined by the chopper frequency and the time constant on the input low-pass filter. 15 For comparative measurements of SNR across different LIF schemes and experimental parameters, the chopping frequency was fixed at 2 kHz and the lock-in time constant was set to 100 ms. All other parameters, including dynamic reserve, laser sweep rate, monochromator entrance slit spacing, PMT applied gain voltage, and lock-in signal scale, were also held constant.
III. RESULTS
Ar-I LIF measurements were performed over several RF powers and neutral pressures to determine the range in signalto-noise ratio with the Toptica 1s 4 LIF scheme in typical argon discharges. Results are shown in Figure 6 . Uncertainties in the measurements are smaller than the sizes of the plot markers and are determined by the range in Gaussian fitting values that yielded R 2 measures greater than 0.94. 0.94 was chosen as this was the greatest R 2 achievable for every parameter set. With a RF power of 400 W, NVDFs were measured from 2.0 to 15.0 mTorr in increments of 1 mTorr at 875 G in the plane of LIF measurements. The best SNR was measured at a neutral pressure of 7.0 mTorr. A series of NVDFs were also taken at a neutral pressure of 8.0 mTorr, with RF power ranging from 250 W to 500 W in increments of 50 W. The optimal RF power at which to acquire data was 300 W, for this neutral pressure. Panels (e) and (f) of Figure 6 show measured 1s 4 Ar-I temperatures. Comparable neutral temperatures were measured in a similar system using the same 1s 4 -pumping Toptica laser by McCarren and Scime; however, they were unable to achieve any LIF signal for pressures greater than 12 mTorr. 16 Helicon plasmas are known to exhibit relatively hot neutral populations, compared to other RF plasma sources, as evidenced by NVDF measurements in argon, krypton, and hydrogen helicon plasmas. 6, [16] [17] [18] The physics of such neutral heating is not the focus of this work.
Our objective here was to empirically determine the RF power and neutral fill pressure that yielded the best SNR for the "standard" 1s 4 LIF scheme. We were not investigating the physics of excited state population processes. Both the signal This article is copyrighted as indicated in the article. Reuse of AIP content is subject to the terms at: http://scitationnew.aip.org/termsconditions. Downloaded to IP: and noise radiation are affected by electron impact population and quenching rates of excited states of Ar-I. This is modulated by the details of the electron energy distribution function and the background neutral density, which themselves are affected by control parameters such as RF power and neutral fill pressure. To accurately predict state densities, sophisticated collisional-radiative (CR) models are often used. 9 As we were simply looking to empirically compare a novel LIF scheme to an existing standard one, such CR models were not necessary for our experiments. Figure 7 shows a 1s 2 neutral velocity distribution function measurement using the Sacher diode oscillator. Due to the Sacher oscillator scanning difficulties (mode hops, wavelength drifting, etc.), rather than measuring 1s 2 NVDFs across a range of plasma operating parameters, a single NVDF was obtained at 875 G, 8.0 mTorr, and 300 W since the measured 1s 4 NVDF SNR was greatest for these parameters. As the mode-hopfree scanning range of the Sacher was only 0.5 GHz, five 0.5 GHz wide scans were performed around different central wavelengths near the non-Doppler shifted pump wavelength of 841.052 nm and were averaged over 16 sweeps each. Each set of scans was then stitched together to yield a total scan approximately 2.5 GHz wide centered on 841.052 nm. The resultant NVDF is shown in Figure 7 (a). The absolute wavelength was measured using the Angstrom wavemeter, and the NVDF was fit to a Gaussian distribution function. The best fit yielded a neutral temperature of 0.054 ± 0.005 eV and is shown in Figure 7(b) . The error was due to the measurement uncertainty of the Angstrom wavemeter of 5 MHz or 10 −5 nm. Within this range of fitted neutral temperatures, the measured SNR was always greater than 18, with a maximum measured value of 18.7 (the fit shown in Figure 7(b) ). The SNR of 18.7 is compared to the Toptica SNR measurements by the red circles in Figure 6 
IV. DISCUSSION
From Figure 6 , the maximum signal-to-noise ratio measured for the 1s 4 neutral velocity distribution function measurement was 18.5 using the Toptica MOPA laser with 150 mW entering the vacuum chamber. In contrast the 1s 2 scheme yielded a maximum SNR of 18.7 for only 28 mW of injected laser power. The dramatic improvement in measured SNR for a given amount of laser power may be explained by a larger 1s 2 population than the 1s 4 population of Ar-I yielding a higher absolute signal level, by reduced background noise level, or by both. The experiments in inductively coupled plasmas by Hebner 8 and Boffard et al. 9 indicated that the 1s 2 and 1s 4 levels in typical RF plasma discharges were comparable over a wide range of their experimental parameters. For all other plasma parameters held constant (ionization fraction, electron temperature, gas pressure) the LIF signal level is proportional to the pump laser intensity, assuming we are not saturating the pumped Ar-I electronic state. 19 This would be manifested as a significant change in measured temperature of the NVDF. We can also check for saturation of the 1s 2 and 1s 4 states using the laser intensity estimate by Feld et al. 22 They give the laser intensity that saturates an atomic state to be
where σ = λ 2 /8π, ω is the photon angular frequency corresponding to the pumped transition, and τ is the pumped state lifetime. Using values of τ from Boffard et al. 10 yields a laser saturation intensity of ≈4.5-6 kW/m 2 for the 1s 2 scheme and ≈1.5-2 kW/m 2 for the 1s 4 scheme. Given the injected laser beam spot of approximately 1 cm 2 gives injected laser intensities of 0.28 kW/m 2 and 1.5 kW/m 2 for the 1s 2 and 1s 4 LIF schemes, respectively. Thus the 1s 4 LIF scheme is close to the predicted saturation laser intensity (depending on the cofactor used in Equation (2)), and the 1s 2 LIF scheme laser intensity is well under the predicted value. The facts that the observed 1s 4 NVDF temperature is less than or equal to the measured 1s 2 NVDF temperature ( Figures 6 and 7) , and that the 1s 4 NVDF temperature measured with the 150 mW MOPA laser is comparable to the 1s 4 NVDF temperature measured by a 15 mW oscillator by Keesee et al. 6 strongly suggest that neither LIF pumped states is saturated.
Therefore, assuming similar 1s 2 and 1s 4 state densities, because the signal level is proportional to the laser intensity for a fixed number of absorbers, and because the greatest measured signal-to-noise ratio for the 1s 2 and 1s 4 schemes in this work was approximately equivalent, the noise level for the 1s 4 scheme must be stronger by at least the ratio in laser powers, or 125/28 ≈ 4.5, when compared to the 1s 2 LIF technique.
For comparison, the SNR of a previous 1s 4 Ar-I NVDF measurement by Keesee was calculated using the same algorithm as the results shown here. 20 The comparison is not controlled, as the laser used for measurements of Keesee et al. had only 15 mW of injected laser power, and the measurements were integrated over 1-2 h (a prohibitively long integration time to be able to take hundreds of measurements in laboratory plasma apparatus within a few days). Nevertheless, the best SNR measured using her data was 8.8, comparable to the worst SNR measured by the Toptica in this work. The much improved SNR of 18.7 for the 28 mW oscillator measurements of the 1s 2 state of Ar-I presented here was achieved over a much shorter data acquisition time of ≈10 min (including laser scan time and data downloading time) than the previous measurements taken over an hour per NVDF by Keesee 20, 21 The 1s 2 LIF scheme thus demonstrates the measurement of Ar-I using much less power than the amplified diode laser used for the 1s 4 scheme. As such, the 1s 2 -pumping LIF method offers a more accessible scheme for Ar-I measurements, as low power oscillators are often significantly less expensive than amplified diode lasers.
Keesee et al. 6 provided molecular iodine absorption spectra versus wavelength for the use of accurate laser wavelength calibration without the need of an expensive, high accuracy wavemeter. Simultaneous measurement of the iodine cell spectrum and a 1s 4 NVDF, and subsequently of a NVDF with the accurate Angstrom WS-7 wavemeter revealed that the pump line indicated in Figure 4 This article is copyrighted as indicated in the article. Reuse of AIP content is subject to the terms at: http://scitationnew.aip.org/termsconditions. Downloaded to IP:
